
One Click 1351 

Chapter 1351: Origin Demon Emperor Furious Killing 

"what!!" 

When he found that his own roar once again intensified the riots in the Dark Sky World, Wu Boruo really 

exploded with anger. 

"Die to me, die to me!" 

Wu Boruo couldn't help it anymore and started killing people frantically! 

All the Dark Sky Clan warriors who spread the rumors, the soul armors on their bodies have come alive! 

The black armor turned into hideous muscles, like terrifying pythons, strangling each warrior to death! 

At last. 

These black muscles have become stronger and stronger, with the energy of the entire warrior, flying 

towards the misty peak! 

The Mist Giant Peak is not only very tall and simple. 

It is also the foundation of Uporuo, a very advanced growth-type emperor soldier handed down from 

ancient times! 

Only through the Mist Giant Peak, Wu Boruo can easily distribute and recover the flesh and blood of his 

soul. 

Of course, no matter how convenient it is, it will take some time. 

Therefore, Wu Boruo couldn't take back all of his soul and flesh in a short time. 

At the same time, the scope of his body's activity is also limited to the dark planet due to the misty 

peaks, and cannot travel to other planets. 

Under normal circumstances, he used his own guards, or used flesh and blood clones to do things. 

In addition, the dead warrior must be killed himself in order to recover the flesh and blood of the soul 

through the Mist Giant Peak. 

Otherwise, you can only touch it yourself, and then blend into your body. 

For the 20% of the population who died because of the outbreak of war in the Green Terror, that part of 

the soul and flesh needs to be found by Wu Boruo, or simply find it in person. 

At this moment. 

Wu Boruo's deity began to use his soul and flesh to kill people, and the clone was also massacring. 

Suddenly, countless Dark Sky Clan warriors died in the hands of Wu Bo Ruo. 

Even in some cities, the whole city has become deadly silent! ! 
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"The Origin Devil Emperor is furious!!" 

"Oh my God, the entire city in front of you is destroyed!" 

"My armor is alive, no, I don't want to die!" 

"Great Origin Devil, I did not spread rumors, it was not me, I was innocent!" 

"Dalang, Dalang, don't die, you will only have me and Brother Simon when you die!" 

"..." 

Countless warriors all over the world died quickly! 

Despair and fear permeated everyone. 

Only the wise man had a glimmer of hope in his heart at the last moment of death: 

The Devil Emperor will always be the disaster of the Dark Sky Star, and disaster will only happen sooner 

or later. This time the Dark Sky world changes drastically, where will it go in the future? Will it get 

better? 

But no matter what the ants cry, beg for mercy, or expect. 

The lofty Origin Devil Emperor will never listen. 

The crazy massacre continued, and the Dark Sky World, which had killed 20% of the population, died 

again by 70%! 

At this point, only 10% of the population of the prosperous dark sky star remained. 

The originally prosperous Great Emperor-class planet suddenly became desolate and deserted! 

The remaining population is still in fear, because the Origin Devil Emperor is still killing people. 

It's just that this time there is a selective killing. 

In the eyes of the Origin Devil Emperor, anyone who is worthless is food! 

Only the warrior with great potential will let him go and make him grow into an excellent tool man. 

Just as the origin demon emperor Wu Boruo slaughtered wildly and gathered the soul and flesh. 

Lanling Star. 

In a beautiful valley, in an ancient pavilion with black tiles and cornices. 

A man and a woman are cuddling with each other. They are talented and beautiful, so happy. 

Not far away, a single dog with red robe and white hair was looking impatient. 

These three people. 

It was Li Qijue, and Ye Chen and Lafitti who had just got together. 

"Tier..." 



"Ye Lang..." 

A man and a woman looked at each other affectionately. 

"enough!!" 

Li Qijue jumped up and flew the lid of the ancient pavilion up, "We are here to discuss things, to invade 

the world, not to talk about love!" 

"Oh! Oh! Sorry!" 

Ye Chen smiled apologetically, then calmed down Rafiti next to him, "Baby, we will continue to 

communicate tonight." 

"Hmm!" 

Lafitti blushed. 

She liked Ye Chen more, because this handsome man didn't even care that she was formerly Wu Boruo. 

"Don't be too far away!" 

Li Qijue had blue veins on his head and his breathing was rough, like a dog that had been running for a 

long time. 

Chapter 1352: Light bulb, Li Qijue 

"Ahem!" 

Ye Chen winked at Li Qijue to make him feel safe, and immediately looked at Lafity, "Tier, let me ask you 

some questions." 

"Yeah, Ye Lang, you ask." 

Lafity nodded, "I must know that everything is endless." 

"Ok." 

"I want to ask, how strong is Origin Demon Emperor Wu Boruo?" 

"Also, are there any hole cards? Are there any weaknesses?" 

Ye Chen pondered for a moment and asked, "If we attack Dark Sky World, what do you suggest we do?" 

Seeing that Li Qijue had finally entered the topic, he suddenly pricked his ears. 

"These three questions, understand." 

"First, I don't know the true strength of Wu Boruo, I only know that he usually has the power of the Five 

Great Emperors!" 

"Secondly, if Wubo has a hole card, he has a Six Great Emperor Soldier named Ming Hongqi, which is a 

terrifying assassination weapon." 
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"In addition to this great emperor soldier, he must have other means, such as this soul body armor, 

which is one of them." 

"Third, if Wu Bo has a weakness, his deity can't easily leave the old nest of misty peaks. Although the 

clone is also a great emperor, it is not worth mentioning to Ye Lang." 

"In addition, Wu Boruo hides the terrifying strength because of the soul armor, but to burst out this 

strength, he must collect all the soul armor!" 

"His soul body armor is all over the Dark Sky World and the nine resource stars, and it will take a long 

time to collect." 

"Especially the soul armor on the nine resource stars, unless he concentrates on one person and kills 

them one by one, then there is no way to collect soul armor on a large scale." 

"In the past few years, most of the population in the Dark Sky World has colonized the nine resource 

stars. Although these people are relatively weak, they also carry more than half of Wuporuo's soul and 

flesh!" 

"So, if you want to deal with Uporo, I suggest starting with other resource stars, cutting off the party 

feathers, and reducing his strength!" 

"Wuporuo is extremely cruel. Under his rule, people don't live their lives, and their lives are desperate. 

I hope that Ye Chen will treat the Dark Sky Clan people kindly and stay alive when he starts with the Big 

Resource Star. " 

Speaking of this, Lafity looked at Ye Chen affectionately, her eyes flushed slightly. 

Seeing this, Li Qijue twitched his mouth and turned his head. 

"Do not worry." 

"As long as they are not the stubborn opponents, I will definitely save them!" 

"When Uporo is wiped out, I will take you to my world and live a stable and happy life with everyone." 

Ye Chen grabbed Lafity's hand, and said with a deep expression of affection. 

"Hmm!" 

Lafity nodded, looking forward to Ye Chen's promise. 

"Scum..." 

The corners of Li Qijue's mouth twitched more severely. 

Because he knows exactly who the "everyone" in Ye Chen's mouth refers to, and not the woman who 

was snatched by men and women. 

of course. 

Li Qijue and Ye Chen stood by, so naturally they wouldn't take down the stage. 



"Follow Tier your suggestion." 

"Next we are going to work on the other eight resource stars." 

Ye Chen continued, "The war is too cruel and dangerous. Just stay here and I will send someone to 

protect you." 

"No, I don't want it." 

Lafity kept shaking her head, "I want to follow Ye Lang, I'm useful." 

"Also." 

Ye Chen waited for these words, "I will definitely protect you." 

"Okay, stop talking nonsense!" 

Li Qijue said in a sullen voice, "The Origin Devil knew of our existence, and he must have been preparing 

for it a long time ago. We can't waste time." 

"Well, let's do it now." 

... 

Just as Wu Boruo slaughtered wildly, the dark world lay a hundred billion corpses; 

When Ye Chen turned into an adulterer, abducted Wu Boruo, snatched Lanling Star, and worked with Li 

Qi on the other eight resource stars. 

Su Lang has also approached the Dark Sky World! 

Although the Dark Sky World is hundreds of thousands of light years away from Ji Junxing, it is not too 

far in front of his clone dispatch and clone replacement. 

After all, Su Lang can go to a place more than 3,000 light-years away with a single replacement, and 

after a few hundred replacements, the destination is here! 

Chapter 1353: I am Su Lang and I am shocked 

At this moment. 

Somewhere in the dark void. 

A blue meteor dragged its long tail across. 

Su Lang sat on the fast-moving meteor, holding the Xinghai Wanfangyi in his hand. 

Although he remembered the star map of the Dark Sky World, it was more difficult to determine his 

position in the empty void. 

Therefore, Su Lang added the map he remembered to Xinghai Wanfangyi. 

One of the most important functions of Xinghai Wanfangyi is to locate one's position on the map. 

In this way, there is no need to worry about getting lost. 
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"The dark sky star is a thousand light-years away, and there is a resource star in between..." 

Su Lang thought while checking the map, "Then go to Resource Star first." 

Originally, Su Lang planned to go directly to Dark Sky Star, anyway, he would not be rejected by the 

world consciousness, and could perfectly lurch in. 

But since there is a resource star blocking it, you might as well go take a look and understand the 

situation first. 

then. 

After Su Lang made up his mind, he stepped on the broken meteor and flew towards the distant 

resource star. 

Not long. 

Su Lang came to the near void of this resource star. 

This resource star is named Xiaohai, and the sea above it occupies 90% of the area. 

Only a huge mountain range protruded from the sea, surrounding most of the planet. 

At first glance, Su Lang felt that the planet looked like a bulging pufferfish, and that long mountain range 

was the fin on the pufferfish's back. 

"Go down and take a look." 

Su Lang hid his figure, flew into the atmosphere, and landed on the sea. 

The spiritual power of the Realm of Broken Nirvana burst out, instantly spreading across the entire 

planet. 

Immediately, a large number of creatures appeared in Su Lang's field of vision. 

The largest number is the Dark Sky Clan! 

Secondly, it is the native life Xiaohai clan who originally ruled Xiaohaixing. 

In addition, there are other intelligent races. 

The aboriginal life of these Xiaohaixing basically has the characteristics of fish creatures, and the Xiaohai 

tribe is directly like a mermaid. 

They are the most suitable life on this planet. 

But this planet no longer belongs to them. 

Even the combined number of the Xiaohai Clan and the rest of the wisdom races is less than one ten 

thousandth of the Dark Sky Clan. 

at the same time. 

Su Lang also felt the weakness of the world's will! 



From the dark sky clan, we can see some drawbacks. 

Because these alien races are basically not disturbed by world consciousness. 

Unlike the Zi Ming clan on Canglan Star, it was a catastrophe and bad luck under the suppression of the 

world consciousness. 

"Xiao Haixing's original world will belonged to the aborigines." 

"At this time the aborigines are basically dead, and the will of the world is weakened." 

"However, under the impetus of time, the will of the world will surely grow again. Of course, the will of 

the world at that time already belongs to the Dark Sky Clan." 

"..." 

Su Lang pondered silently, and suddenly he had a stature! 

Because he saw a scene of catching rape! 

"Derailed!?" 

Su Lang suddenly thought of Broken Dream Knife! 

So, his eyes brightened and he probed carefully. 

next moment. 

Su Lang was completely dumbfounded! 

"Lying down!" 

"All the women of the Dark Sky Clan are cheating!" 

"Almost all Dark Sky men have been green!" 

"Countless Dark Sky Clan warriors are killing each other!" 

Su Lang was dumbfounded, with shock on his face, "It seems...It is really the Broken Dream Knife! But 

are the side effects of Broken Dream Knife so terrifying!?" 

After some shock. 

Su Lang began to organize his thoughts. 

Soon, he guessed the truth! 

"Wu Boruo must have become the owner of the Broken Dream Knife, and it has a side effect!" 

"Wu Boruo's cultivation method is too special. Every Dark Sky Clan has a close relationship with him, so 

they are all recruited!" 

"I didn't expect the side effects of Broken Dream Knife to be so powerful, even Wu Boruo was planted!" 

Su Lang took a deep breath and couldn't help but shiver fiercely! 



Immediately after. 

Another thought appeared in Su Lang's mind. 

"Even this resource star is so messy." 

"The Dark Sky Star must also be in trouble, but I don't know if Wu Boruo has suppressed it." 

Su Lang continued to explore while thinking. 

Chapter 1354: Obscure the Sky Hongtian Void Fleet 

quickly. 

Through the dialogue of some dark sky tribe warriors. 

Su Lang learned about Wu Boruo's murder in the Dark Sky World, killing ninety-nine percent of the 

population. 

"hiss!" 

"Kill ninety-nine percent!?" 

"Why did Wuboruo do this?" 

"Even in a riot, you don't need to kill so many people?" 

"Why is he killing so many people? Is it to reclaim the flesh and blood of the soul and accumulate 

strength!?" 

"Then, what is the purpose of his accumulation of strength? Does he know that I am coming to trouble 

him!?" 

"But this is not right, in his eyes I was killed! What's more, I have demonstrated the strength of the 

Three Great Emperors at best!" 

"It seems that other enemies have appeared!" 

"..." 

Through the clues, Su Lang quickly inferred some clues. 

And just now! 

Rumble! ! 

A roar came from the sky. 

Su Lang looked up, only to see yellow warships penetrating the clouds, revealing a huge figure! 

"Void Battleship!" 

"Obviously it is not a battleship in the dark world!" 

"Sure enough, the world of Dark Sky has been invaded by other worlds!" 
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Su Lang hadn't been completely sure of his inference before, but when he saw these warships, he 

immediately became sure of his previous thoughts. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang did not act rashly. 

Those who dare to invade the world of Dark Sky may be a more terrifying force, so we must figure it out 

first! 

then. 

Su Lang concealed his figure in the illusory road, quietly observing in secret. 

I saw that the yellow warships landed on the sea, and a large number of alien warriors flew out of them! 

These alien races are not the same race, but they are dominated by one of them, 

Obviously, this is an army from a certain planet! 

"Properties panel!" 

Su Lang's gaze swept one by one, and he immediately obtained a lot of information. 

The main race of the invaders is named Liuguang, with two quasi-great emperors as the chief and 

deputy commanders! 

"Go negotiator!" 

"Tell them what we are here." 

The quasi-great emperor commanded a bird's-eye view of the earth and gave a light command. 

"Yes!" 

A Wudi of the Glazed Light Clan flew out from the battleship and came to the sky over the stretch of 

mountains. 

The appearance of the yellow battleship has already alarmed the warriors on Xiao Haixing. 

Facing the powerful invaders, the Dark Sky Clan who were fighting inward basically stopped. 

Some people directly aimed their weapons at the yellow warship in the sky, while others hid silently, 

preparing to act by chance. 

"Listen to Xiao Haixing!" 

"We are the coalition forces of the two great emperor-level worlds, Zhetian and Hongtian!" 

"Our goal is to eradicate the evil Uboluo, so that the Dark Sky Star and the Nine Resource Stars can get 

back on track!" 

"Now Wu Boruo is slaughtering the Dark Sky Star. I think your well-informed people have already 

learned about it. We are here to stop the tragedy and kill Wu Boruo." 



"At present, we have regained Lanling Star, and Rafiti, the closest person to Wuporuo, has led the entire 

planet to take refuge in our Ye Chen Tiandi, an extraordinary Tiandi!" 

"Our coalition forces will not kill innocent people indiscriminately. We have a way to get you out of 

Uporo's control and a life that will die at any time!" 

"Now, please lay down your weapons and cooperate with us to arrange the isolation formation to 

prevent Wu Boruo from suddenly attacking you and killing you!" 

The Emperor Wu of the Liuguang clan used his exercises, and his voice spread far and wide, and his 

emotions were rich and contagious. 

The warriors of the Dark Sky Clan have long been unbearable under the heavy pressure of Wu Boruo. 

And recently, there have been rumors that the green terror is Wu Boruo's ghost, the purpose is to give 

birth to more people... 

In short. 

Wu Boruo's image in the minds of the Dark Sky Clan warriors was so black that it couldn't be more black. 

Therefore, despite the instinctive rejection of the warriors of the Dark Sky Clan in the face of alien 

invaders, many people will believe them. 

Those who are well-informed know that Wu Boruo is slaughtering, and believe in the words of Emperor 

Wudi of the Liuguang Clan even more. 

Unfortunately. 

The warriors of the Dark Sky Clan, most of their strength comes from the gift of the Origin Demon 

Emperor. 

Many of them are already inseparable from the Origin Devil Emperor! 

In addition, they do not know whether these intruders will not kill innocent people indiscriminately as 

promised. 

If he agrees and puts down his weapon, but the other party suddenly turns his face, wouldn't it be a 

lamb to be slaughtered by others? 

Chapter 1355: Heavenly Emperor Ye Chen 

Therefore. 

Under the influence of various factors, none of the Dark Sky Clan warriors agreed, and all fell silent. 

The other side. 

"The coalition forces of the Zhetian Continent and the Hongtian Continent!? The Heavenly Emperor and 

Ye Chen Tiandi!?" 

Su Lang, who was observing secretly, looked dazed, "Zhetian Continent has hit the Dark World! What a 

coincidence!?" 
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Although in the battle with Anderson, Su Lang learned of the real existence of the Zhetian Continent, he 

also inferred that the Origin Devil Emperor had contacted or even fought with the Zhetian Continent. 

But he did not expect to be so coincidental that he could meet the coalition forces of the Zhetian 

Continent and other continents! 

But at this moment. 

Suddenly a wave of spatial fluctuations came from one of the battleships. 

"This fluctuation must be a remote void teleportation array!" 

Su Lang, who had mastered the Avenue of Space, immediately noticed the anomaly and stared at that 

battleship. 

Immediately after. 

Two men and a woman appeared in sight. 

One of the men and the woman were very close, very close. 

The other man was expressionless, but his eyes were a bit grumpy. 

"Great Emperor Rank!" 

"When they appear, there are two! It seems that they are Heavenly Emperor Peerless and Heavenly Ye 

Chen!" 

"That woman is also the quasi-great emperor, and she is also the quasi-great emperor of the Dark Sky 

tribe! Could it be the Rafity from the Wudi of the Liuguang tribe?" 

While thinking about it, Su Lang opened the attribute panel of one of the great emperors. 

"Properties panel!" 

[Name]: Li Qijue 

[Race]: Sky and Night Race 

[Qualification Level]: Unparalleled 

[Realm level]: Six Great Emperor 

[Attack level]: Six Great Emperor 

[Defensive Level]: Six Great Emperors 

[Shenfa Level]: Six Great Emperors 

[Endurance Level]: Six Great Emperors 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Broken Nirvana 



[Mastering Techniques]: Tianye Heart Sutra, No See Xueyu (Great Emperor Level, Dacheng), Peerless 

Great Emperor Jing (Great Emperor Level, Xiaocheng), Cast Melting Soul Record (Great Emperor Level, 

Xiaocheng)... 

"This person is the emperor of heaven!" 

"Six Great Emperor, really powerful!" 

"Looking at the exercises he practiced, he took the path of soul-body integration. He actually practiced 

three great emperor-level exercises. It's very fat!" 

A gleam of light flashed under Su Lang's eyes, and immediately opened another Great Emperor's 

attribute panel. 

Suddenly, Ye Chen's message appeared in front of him 

——Liuguang Clan, Son of the World! 

The Six Great Emperor, the average combat power is also the Six Great Emperor! 

In addition, he has mastered the major exercises Liuguang Heart Sutra and the three great emperor-

level exercises, "Drinking Stars Sea", "Independent Human World", and "Huntian Heren"! 

"Son of the World!" 

"I didn't expect to see this special person again, maybe we can get Su Linger's secret from him." 

"In addition, these two powerhouses are both six great emperors, and they must have hidden hole 

cards. Once they break out, they are definitely stronger!" 

"The two great emperors chose this sea star to recruit and surrender. They should have the idea of 

weakening Uboluo." 

"With their combat power being so cautious, it seems that Wu Boruo really should not be 

underestimated!" 

Su Lang thought for a while, and then opened the attribute panel of the quasi-great woman to take a 

look. 

It turned out that the woman named La Feidi was an ordinary quasi-great emperor. 

"The quasi-great emperor of the dark sky tribe, Rafetti." 

"There are a lot of Wu Boruo's soul and flesh on her body, but she is safe and sound. I think it should be 

suppressed by the Ye Chentian emperor." 

"Combined with the previous Liuguang Clan Emperor Wu's surrender, it can be inferred that they really 

have a way to get the Dark Sky Clan out of the control of Wu Boruo, at least in a short time." 

"This group of people came prepared, and now they have laid down a resource star. They attacked this 

Xiao Haixing. The speed is very fast and the action is very decisive. Wu Boruo is in great trouble!" 

"..." 



Su Lang had many thoughts in his heart. 

After some thoughts, he decided to continue to observe in secret. 

Although he and Li Qijue have a common enemy, Wu Boruo, it is hard to say that both parties can 

become friends! 

In particular, Su Lang is now only the quasi-great emperor's cultivation base, and his apparent combat 

power is only the three great emperors. 

If you really run out to find someone to make friends, you might be regarded as an ant. 

"Still secretly observing." 

"Let them fight first and see if they can pick up the bargain!" 

Thinking of this, Su Lang couldn't help but tick the corner of his mouth, revealing a slight smile. 

Chapter 1356: When the war is over, I will 

Just when Su Lang was secretly observing. 

In the sky, surrounded by a large number of yellow warships and countless powerful men, Li Qijue and 

Ye Chen volleyed down. 

Their body exudes the atmosphere of suppressing the world, and they carry various radiant rules and 

visions, very extraordinary! 

On the earth, all the wise creatures looked up at the sky, looking at the two powerful emperors. 

Among these people, there is no lack of Wudi strong, and there are also many. 

The lowest level warrior still couldn't feel the level of Li Qijue and Ye Chen, only knew that it was 

terrifying and difficult to resist. 

But these martial emperors can more truly feel the invincible posture of the two emperors! 

"It's an emperor-level powerhouse!" 

"Oh my God, two great emperors appeared all at once!" 

"Our Dark Sky world also originated from the Devil Emperor, a great emperor!" 

"I have seen the Origin Demon Emperor before, and the aura on his body impressed me deeply. At this 

time, compared with these two great emperors, it seems to be on par!" 

"The two great emperors attacked the world of Dark Sky to overthrow the rule of the Origin Demon 

Emperor and rescue us from the fire and water." 

"I don't think I can believe what they say. The stronger the person, the less he cares about his face, and 

it is very likely that he will instantly turn his face and deny him." 
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"Yes, not to mention that although the Origin Devil Emperor controls our lives and can be taken away at 

any time, he also gives us the opportunity to practice, otherwise it would never be possible to be 

promoted to Emperor Wu with my qualifications." 

"No, no, you are wrong. The Origin Devil Emperor is absolutely unable to resist the two great emperors. 

The person who knows the current affairs is a great master, so we should surrender!" 

"I think so too. The two great emperors must be fully prepared, and the chances of victory are 

absolutely very high, otherwise Rafitty will not rely on them." 

"Hahahaha, what are you arguing about, do we ants have a choice? The only choice now is to surrender, 

otherwise it is death!" 

"Yes, it's ridiculous that I was arguing about this issue." 

"..." 

On Xiao Haixing, the Wudi of the Dark Sky Clan whispered and talked. 

Then, before Li Qijue and Ye Chen had spoken, they sent a respected Emperor Wu to visit the two great 

emperors. 

"Junior Dark Sky Clan Markuna, meet two noble emperors!" 

A wrinkled nine-turn martial emperor stepped up into the air, under the gaze of countless people, 

kneeled and kowtow to Li Qijue and Ye Chen! 

This scene immediately caused an uproar! 

Because this signal represents the surrender of Xiao Haixing's high level, and it also represents the 

surrender of the entire planet! 

"Hahaha!" 

"You are very good, I will make you a temporary guardian of Xiao Haixing!" 

Li Qijue gave a long laugh, looking down on the earth, and his voice spread throughout the world, "I will 

give preferential treatment to those who abandoned the dark and cast the light. You can come here 

with confidence!" 

"Yes!" 

"Junior thank you for your acceptance!" 

Markuna said with gratitude, "From now on, I will be the long sword in your hand. We will kill whoever 

you want us to kill. Even the same clan will never hesitate!" 

at the same time. 

The other Emperor Wu Haixing of all races also breathed a sigh of relief. 

The other side didn't look like that kind of brutal coalition forces. They accepted them without putting 

forward harsh conditions and gave promises. It was refreshing! 



"Great!" 

A Wudi happily said, "We now have two great emperors as backers, and we will definitely live a good life 

in the future." 

"Yes, yeah, when the war is over, I will go back..." 

Before the other Emperor Wu's flag was set up, he suddenly screamed, "Ah! Ah! My soul body armor!!" 

I saw that the soul armor on his body slowly came to life, turning into black muscles, exuding tyrannical 

anger! 

"It's over!" 

"The soul armor is alive!!" 

"The Origin Devil is watching our side! Ah! My soul body armor is also alive! What to do! I don't want to 

die!" 

"The Devil Emperor's punishment has come, and I said that I should not surrender. The Devil Emperor 

will always watch us and cannot tolerate any betrayal!" 

"Quick help! Great Zhetian world emperor, Hongtian world emperor, please help!" 

Chapter 1357: The heart has no strength and ten admonitions 

"..." 

Each of the emperors had just been happy for a few minutes, and the armor on their bodies came back 

to life, and they started killing people frantically! 

In a short period of time, seven or eight Wudi died directly, including Markuna, who took the lead in 

surrendering, and was directly killed! 

"Tsk tsk." 

"The entire planet surrenders, the Origin Devil Emperor must be angry." 

Su Lang looked at the dying Dark Sky Clan Emperor Wudi, and shook his head indifferently. 

These Dark Sky Clan warriors are also pitiful. If you don't surrender, you will die, and you will die if you 

surrender. This is the sorrow of the weak. 

"Crack to death!" 

"Die all to me!" 

One by one Dark Sky Clan warriors died, and groups of souls and bodies merged together to form a huge 

humanoid flesh group! 

The humanoid flesh mass exudes an extremely cruel aura, as if it is a killing machine born for murder! 

"Ok?" 

"Are Li Qijue and Ye Chen still not taking action?" 
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Seeing the dying warrior, Su Lang frowned slightly. 

"Great Emperor, I beg you, save us!" 

Those Dark Sky Clan warriors watched their companions continue to die, but also fell into panic, and 

began to cry frantically for help. 

at this time. 

"Ye Lang, you are going to make a move!" 

Rafetti shouted anxiously, "If you don't take action, more people will die!" 

"Okay, OK, don't worry." 

Ye Chen said slowly. 

In fact, he just wants the ants below to kill and injure some people, and then take action, so that those 

people can be grateful to him. 

I have to say that this person is really a dog! 

Of course, he would not allow these warriors to die too much, otherwise the trust Xiao Haixing had just 

established in the coalition forces would collapse. 

"Banned!!" 

Ye Chen took a step, tapping his right hand lightly. 

Suddenly, a wave of magical power spread from the fingertips, like a mask, flying to the earth! 

In addition, a yellow battleship also launched a pre-set banned formation. 

In a blink of an eye. 

One by one, the light covers the sea and the mountains. 

Countless howling warriors rushed into the mask like crazy. 

Under this weird method, Wu Boruo's magical powers formed by relying on the misty peaks were 

actually suppressed! 

Those soul armors that were recovering, one by one, died down and turned into armors again. 

"hateful!" 

Seeing this scene, the humanoid flesh mass that was constantly fusing fragments of soul body hated and 

anxious. 

But Wu Boruo knew that just relying on this improvised clone was of no use at all. 

The best option is to escape! 

Quietly, a whirlpool appeared on the humanoid flesh mass and disappeared instantly. 



"It's so fast!" 

Li Qijue was just about to take a shot, but unexpectedly the other party had escaped, and he couldn't 

help but feel a little upset. 

"He can't run away!" 

Ye Chen smiled, "Just let him live longer." 

"You are really confident." Li Qijue smiled. 

The corner of Ye Chen's mouth raised: "I have never lost my life!" 

"cut!" 

Li Qijue rolled his eyes, "What do you say about a tie with me?" 

"A draw is not defeated, isn't it!" 

Ye Chen blinked and said shamelessly. 

At this time, even Su Lang who was observing secretly couldn't help rolling his eyes. 

This Ye Chen is not only a dog, but also has a dark heart and a thick skin. He deserves to be the son of 

the world. 

Immediately after. 

Under Su Lang's gaze. 

Li Qijue talked with Ye Chen, and then took out the weapon at the same time. 

One sword, one shot! 

Su Lang's eyes lit up and immediately used the weapon recognition function. 

Suddenly, the information of the two weapons appeared in front of them. 

That long sword is called Xin Jue Wu Feng, and it is a very rare Six Great Emperor Soldier! 

That spear was called Shi Jianzheng Jun, and it was also a powerful Six Great Emperor Soldier! 

"Awesome!" 

"With these two weapons, Li Qijue is equivalent to four Six Great Emperors!" 

"Such a strong lineup, I don't know if Wubo can handle it." 

Su Lang looked at the two Great Emperor soldiers, thinking silently in his heart. 

At this time. 

Li Qijue and Ye Chen walked into a forbidden mask while holding the Great Emperor's soldiers. 

"What is this going to do?" 



"Killing? No, killing is impossible." 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, "It should be to solve the problem of soul body armor, otherwise their 

battleship will be dragged here forever." 

Chapter 1358: Rebellious! 

really. 

After Li Qijue and Ye Chen walked into a mask, they first attacked each Emperor Wu. 

"Soul body armor is the root of all disasters." 

"To get rid of the control of Origin Devil Emperor, you must slash yourself with a knife." 

"Of course, you can't do it with your own strength, so we will help you." 

While Ye Chen said, he waved his spear and pierced into the soul armor of each Emperor Wu. 

Li Qijue did the same, constantly smashing the soul armor. 

The two have great control over power. 

Obviously it is a great emperor level, and there is the power of destroying the heavens and the earth 

with a wave of hands. 

Of course, those Dark Sky Clan warriors still vomit blood crazily. 

Because the connection between them and the soul body armor is so close, almost all have become 

their foundation. 

Needless to say, it is a terrible thing for a warrior to lose his foundation. 

Many warriors have fallen in their cultivation bases, and even some of them are dying, and are about to 

fall. 

But Li Qijue and Ye Chen were clearly prepared. 

They immediately used some secret techniques to prevent the soul body armor from breaking and 

causing the death of the host warrior. 

But weakness is inevitable, and they can't help it. 

The two great emperors made their moves very quickly, they could launch thousands of attacks in one 

second, and quickly smashed all the soul body armor! 

The warriors of the Dark Sky Clan lay on the ground, and there was a crowd full of people floating on the 

sea. 

For those broken soul body armors, Ye Chen and Li Qijue did not let them go, and put them all away, 

which was quite useful for them. 

"They collected the soul armor?" 
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Seeing this scene, Su Lang couldn't help but his expression moved, "It seems that they must know how 

to use soul fragments." 

There are a lot of soul fragments in his storage space. 

But because I couldn't find a way to use it, I had to put it there and eat it. 

"It must be used by them." 

"Show the value of the soul fragments in my storage space." 

Su Lang licked his lips and continued to stare at Li Qijue and Ye Chen. 

On this occasion. 

Dark world, misty peaks. 

"Zhetian continent!" 

"Unexpectedly, the invading doggies turned out to be the Allied Forces of the Continent!" 

The Roshan-like Wu Boruo was lying halfway on the throne, with an embarrassing expression on his 

face. 

He was so cautious that he secretly dispatched the vanguard fleet to attack the opponent, but the 

opponent directly hit the door carelessly, didn't he look down on him! 

"Damn the **** terrible shit." 

"You dare to look down upon me so much, then I will let you be buried in the dark void!" 

Wu Boruo gritted his teeth, murmured fiercely, and immediately reached out and grabbed, a human-

shaped mass of flesh appeared in front of him. 

"Wow!" 

Wu Boruo opened his blood basin, stuffed the meat ball into his mouth, and chewed hard. 

After he swallowed it with a grunt, the breath on his body suddenly became stronger. 

Soon. 

He didn't hesitate, and immediately began to kill the people of other resource stars and reclaim his soul 

and flesh! 

It's just that he can't instantly kill a large number of warriors in a short time, he can only kill one by one 

from high to low, and the efficiency is not fast. 

of course. 

A great emperor is determined to kill, it is still very scary. 

A remorse was immediately set off on resource stars! 

The more powerful the Dark Sky Clan warrior, the first to be killed! 



Because they have the closest connection with the soul armor, and the soul armor they cultivated is also 

stronger! 

A soul body armor cultivated by Emperor Wu is more useful than an armor cultivated by a hundred 

quasi emperors! 

In a short time. 

A lofty Emperor Wu died miserably, without a trace of resistance! 

Rafetti is the most favorite of Uporo, and his status is very high, so he also created his own intelligence 

system. 

She learned of the catastrophic massacres of the major resource stars, and she was so sad that she 

couldn't help herself. 

"Don't be sad, Lafitte." 

Ye Chen said with relief, "Wu Boruo can only kill a few people in a short time, and there are many others 

waiting for us to rescue them!" 

"Hmm!" 

Lafity nodded, "I'm going to the third resource star!" 

Chapter 1359: Li Qijue's strange hobby 

"go!" 

Ye Chen nodded solemnly, and then gave an order to the fleet to make a void jump. 

Many warships deploy powerful space means at the same time, gathering them into a magnificent and 

stable space channel. 

Immediately after. 

Headed by Li Qijue Yechen, the battleships entered the space channel one by one and began to shuttle. 

They took away all the Dark Sky Clan warriors on Xiao Haixing to avoid trouble. 

In a blink of an eye. 

There were only three or two big cats and kittens left on the huge Xiaohaixing, except for the eyeliner of 

the Allied Forces, all of them were aborigines. 

Each of these aborigines looked confused, and never expected Xiao Haixing would return to their hands 

in this way. 

of course. 

The aborigines are not too happy, because they know that the winner will return and they will still be 

slaves! 

And just now! 
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A huge golden sun suddenly rose on the sea! ! 

The sun shines on the whole world, bringing warmth and peace! 

But this is not over yet! 

Sixty or seventy suns appeared one after another, and the bright light covered the whole world! 

"What a brilliant sun!" 

"So comfortable! So comfortable!" 

"Yes, I am healed from the dark wounds I was abused by the Dark Sky Clan warriors!" 

"Why do these suns appear? What on earth do they exist?" 

"They are... the great Langdi!" 

"Worship the great Langdi!" 

"..." 

All over the world, countless creatures knelt to the ground, worshipping the dense sun in the sky. 

have to say. 

Mingguang Ten Thousand Realms is really terrifying. 

Especially after Su Lang's real combat power was promoted to the emperor level. 

At this moment, Su Lang's deity and the clone incarnate a total of seventy-four suns, assimilating 

everyone almost instantly! 

Including the eyeliner left by the Zhetian coalition forces, they all became Su Lang's people, and there 

was no possibility of whispering. 

Silently, Su Lang touched the **** of Li Qijue and Ye Chen, and directly stole a planet! 

"Come!" 

Su Lang thought, and the avatars immediately returned to the mysterious space. 

Immediately afterwards, he summoned the eyeliner left by the Allied Forces of Zhetian Continent. 

This eyeliner was the Ninth-turned Wudi of the Liuguang tribe who had persuaded Xiao Haixing to 

descend, named Li Duo. 

"My servant Rido pays homage to the Lord!" 

Lido came to Su Lang, reverently throwing his five bodies to the ground, paying respects. 

He is actually one of Ye Chen's confidantes, has the merits of Conglong, and is extremely loyal to Ye 

Chen. 

But at this time, his loyalty has been transferred to Su Lang, and he has even become more fanatical! 



"A few questions for you." 

Su Lang nodded faintly, "Do you know the coordinates of the Zhetian World and Hongtian World?" 

"know!" 

Without Su Langduo's words, Lido immediately took out the star map and handed it to Su Lang. 

Su Lang glanced away and remembered it 

——It mainly records the star map of the sphere of influence of the Hongtian world, while the Zhetian 

continent has only one coordinate. 

"How is the relationship between Ye Chen and Li Qijue?" 

Su Lang received the star map and continued to ask, "Will they have problems with the allocation of 

resource stars?" 

"Li Qijue and Ye Chen had shared hardships, and they can give their backs to each other." 

Rito replied, "The following servants understand their understanding, they will not conflict with the 

allocation of resource stars. 

In addition to the good relationship between the two, there is another reason, that is, Li Qijue loves 

energy gems, and he likes Xianyuan Xianyu and even Lingyu very much. 

The servant estimated that Ye Chen would give Li Qijue an immortal source in exchange for the 

ownership of Resource Star. " 

"Oh?" 

"Hobby energy gems!?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, feeling a little strange. 

Energy gems are just ordinary training resources for warriors. Some treasures cannot even be purchased 

with Xianyuan, let alone a resource star... 

"There may be something else hidden in it." 

Su Lang pondered for a moment, and continued, "Li Duo, you continue to keep the original state, 

pretending to obey Ye Chen's command, don't startle the snake." 

"Yes, your servant obeys!" 

Lido took the lead, and looked like he would give up his life and do good things. 

"Is there a hand talisman for communication?" Su Lang smiled and asked. 

"some!" 

Rico immediately took out the hand talisman and handed it to Su Lang. 

Although the hand talisman for interrogation is relatively rare at the Emperor Wu level, Li Duo, as 

Emperor Ye Chen Tian's Conglong hero, still has it. 



Su Lang stamped the two summoning hand charms with each other, and then returned one of them to 

Lido. 

"Get out." 

"Just tell me something." 

Su Lang waved his hand and said lightly. 

"Yes!" 

Rico retired respectfully. 

Chapter 1360: Pack and steal together! 

"Next, go to that Lanling Star." 

After thinking about it, Su Lang decided to continue to steal the planet. 

Xiao Haixing is the planet closest to Lanling Star. Su Lang dispatched a clone to paved a road, and soon 

came to Lanling Star. 

This planet is much more lively than the starfish. 

Because of Rafitti, the Zhetian coalition forces are strong enough here, so they did not take away a large 

number of Dark Heaven warriors. 

Except for a few strong men, the vast majority of Dark Sky Clan warriors have stayed. 

Of course, their soul body armor was also crushed and taken away by Ye Chen and Li Qijue. 

"Tsk tsk." 

"The population is so big!" 

"However, this world is mine now, dispatched by clone, Mingguang Wanjie!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth ticked, and his clone was immediately unfolded, incarnate as the seventy-

four golden sun, shining and assimilating the whole world! 

Silently, Lanling Star also changed hands! 

at the same time. 

Li Qijue and Ye Chen didn't know anything about it, they also rescued the Dark Sky Clan warrior on the 

third resource star. 

Although they are fast. 

But when they arrived, all the Dark Sky Clan Wudi on this planet had been killed by Wu Boruo. 

The strongest rescued by Li Qijue and others was only at the Quasi-Emperor level. 

Without time to sigh, the coalition forces took the rescued Dark Sky Clan warriors and continued to the 

fourth resource star. 
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Just shortly after they left. 

A figure suddenly condenses, it is Su Lang's clone! 

"It's another planet to start with, so beautiful." 

Su Lang rushed over through the clone replacement, with a bright smile on his face. 

On this occasion. 

Wu Boruo is still killing people, and at the same time madly integrating power. 

The aura on his body became more and more terrifying, and he had steadily reached the realm of the Six 

Great Emperor! 

I have to say that Wu Boruo's cultivation method is too capable of storing combat power, and it has 

stored the combat power of a great emperor's small realm! 

And this is not the limit! 

His strength is still improving! 

If you add in the massive population that was caused by Su Lang and Li Qijue, his strength might be 

raised to the Seven Great Emperor! 

In addition, this part of the combat power should be regarded as his basic combat power, other 

methods have not yet been calculated! 

In short, Wu Bo Ruo went miserably, but he was a strong one after all. 

The long river billowed away. 

As the white horse passed the gap, an hour passed in a blink of an eye! 

At this moment. 

The coalition forces of Li Qijue and Ye Chen have reached the last resource star-Gudu! 

Because time dragged on for too long, Wu Boruo was given a chance, and he had almost killed the Dark 

Sky Clan in Judu World. 

The remaining Dark Sky Clan warriors are the strongest and only at the Martial God level. As a result, the 

indigenous warriors of Judu Xing who have been exploited and oppressed all the year round rise up and 

almost kill the Dark Sky Clan! 

See this scene. 

Rafitty was furious and wanted to kill all the aboriginal warriors. 

Ye Chen intends to keep these aborigines. He needs someone to help him manage this world. 

So he talked badly and persuaded Lafity to come back. 

Immediately after. 



Under Rafiti's plea, Ye Chen and the two found out the only tens of thousands of Dark Sky Clan warriors 

on Judu Star, and helped them get rid of the control of Origin Devil Emperor. 

So far. 

The nine resource stars of the Dark Sky World are completely out of the control of Wu Boruo! 

"Go and go!" 

"It's time to meet that Rao Shi Zi Wu Bo Ruo." 

Li Qijue's eyes flickered with cold light, "I dare to covet the world that covers the sky. If I don't kill you, I 

won't be called Jueren Tiandi." 

At this time. 

"Raffitte got the news." 

"Almost all people in the dark world were killed by Uboluo." 

"These fleets can't play any role in the past together, so let's just stay here in Gudu." 

Ye Chen said, "Lafitti also stays in Juduxing, it's safer here." 

"Also." 

Li Qijue nodded, "The two of us are more than enough to deal with Wu Boruo." 

then. 

Li Qijue and Ye Chen embarked on the journey to the Dark Sky World, and everyone else stayed in Judu 

Star! 

"I fork!" 

"There are so many void warships in the coalition fleet, and so many powerful men, are all left behind?" 

Somewhere in the void, Su Lang, who was observing secretly, showed surprise, and immediately licked 

his lips, "Would you like to take these people to his subordinates?" 

After some thinking. 

Su Lang made up his mind, one word, do it! 

Anyway, they have already stolen eight resource stars from others. If you want to say that you are 

offending, you are already offended to death. 

So just don't do two things at all, pack up and steal the entire coalition fleet together, Jie Jie! 

 


